THE ROAD TO
PROCUREMENT
MASTERY ISN’T
STRAIGHT ANYMORE.
Fasten your seatbelt and prepare
for Agile Procurement.

More and more, procurement among
leading companies is beginning to look
starkly different from what it used to.
In these companies, procurement is
shifting from a primary focus on cost
reduction to playing a key role in helping
to differentiate the company strategically,
drive revenue growth, provide greater
operational agility, and enhance the
enterprise’s brand and reputation.

They’re doing so by increasingly leveraging
advanced technology to operate more nimbly
and efficiently; to gain real-time transparency
of information on demand, supply, price and
global market events; and to generate deeper
and more valuable insights that can drive
better, smarter and more accurate decisions.
And, they’re underpinned by a liquid workforce
with agile talent who can move quickly with
the business as its needs change.

Importantly, this evolution will not be driven
by benchmarks and best practices—relics
of yesterday that can’t match the speed
and scale of change needed today. Instead,
it will be fostered by digital technologies
that enable procurement to create unique,
powerful and truly agile operating models
that are tailored to what the business needs
to stay competitive and can adapt to ongoing
changes in business priorities.

The fact is that while these leaders are
setting the pace in defining what tomorrow’s
procurement looks like, all procurement
organizations will need to go through
a similar evolution if they are to remain
relevant when companies everywhere are
being disrupted faster than ever and are
challenged to rethink all facets of their
business so they can compete and grow.
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Reshaping the Procurement
Operating Model
Across all businesses, industry trends and
companies’ evolving strategic objectives
are reshaping what’s expected of procurement
and the value it delivers. While in the past,
being good stewards of a company’s spend
was procurement’s principal charge, today
procurement must contribute to all three
interdependent elements of competitive agility
—profitability, growth, sustainability and trust.
However, most procurement organizations
aren’t equipped to deliver value across those
three elements, largely because they’re
still mainly focused on cost savings and are
underpinned by sub-optimal operating
models and supporting technologies that
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make it difficult for them to meet today’s
business needs. Such models typically are
too rigid for today’s dynamic and complex
world; have failed to deliver the promised
efficiency and return on investment; provide
a poor user experience that leads to noncompliant buying behaviors and an inability
to capture critical data; and generally lack
critical, advanced digital capabilities.
It’s time for Chief Procurement Officers
(CPOs) to reshape their organization’s
operating model, and here are three key
steps to doing so.
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Step 1: Redefine procurement’s value
proposition against the business’s
objectives and expectations
The first step is for procurement to work
with the business to jointly determine and
co-create the new value that procurement
should be delivering with defined clear
and measurable outcomes. This means
understanding what the company’s strategic
objectives are and subsequently defining
the procurement scorecard against those
objectives (Figure 1).
Of course, objectives—and, consequently,
what’s important to procurement—will differ
from company to company. For instance,
when considering competitive agility, some
companies may place a premium on growth

over profitability, others may emphasize
profitability, and still others may want to
go hard on sustainability. Industry factors
also play a role. In consumer goods
companies, whose livelihoods hinge on
rolling out a steady stream of compelling
new products, procurement would be
expected to play a bigger role in working
with suppliers to contribute to product
and packaging innovation and to support
traceability to protect the company’s
reputation. On the other hand, energy and
resources companies struggling to respond
to volatile oil prices and the transition to
clean-energy alternatives have placed a high
priority on reshaping their support functions,
including procurement, to reduce operational
costs and improve efficiencies.

Figure 1: Key components of a balanced scorecard and example KPIs

Competitiveness
Profitability
P&L savings, cost savings/avoidance,
capital investments savings, procurement ROI
(savings/functional costs), weighted average
payment terms

Enabling capabilities
Talent & organization
# of attracted or retained talents for new
capabilities, % employee development plan,
% change program progress
Procurement excellence

Growth
Net revenue growth impact, #supplier
innovation projects selected, % sales (and $)
from procurement/supplier-led innovations,
# or partnership program/tier 1 SRM

% spend and transactions with preferred
suppliers, category strategy health
(achieved/on-track), % buying
channels compliance
Experience

Sustainability & trust
Diverse supplier spend (% vs goal),
small business supplier spend (% vs goal),
spend/volumes with a supplier in a sustainable
sourcing program (%), % traceable spend

Internal customer/business partners
satisfaction (% of transactions meeting SLA,
CSAT score, ...), % no/low touch transactions
Digital transformation
% process automation, digital roadmap
completion %
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Step 2: Optimize the traditional
operating model to align with
procurement’s new value proposition
The procurement organization will only
be able to unlock new sources of value
with an optimized and agile operating model,
which will enable procurement to maximize
efficiencies so it can re-invest savings
into new and differentiating capabilities
to deliver against growth, profitability
and sustainability objectives.
The fact is, the typical procurement operating
model has thus far failed to live up to its promise.
Most procurement organizations have, indeed,
built category management capabilities while
heavily investing in digitized procure-to-pay
platforms to leverage efficiencies. However, these
transformations didn’t go far enough by segmenting
activities and specializing resources, leaving
procurement with highly skilled professionals
managing strategic, tactical and sometimes
even transactional support tasks. This resulted
in procurement headcount and costs inflation
that we see in our benchmarks today.
Most organizations recognize the value of
segmenting operational activities, such as
sourcing, from strategic activities like business
partnering; however, doing so requires strong
support from leadership and accountability to
change behaviors. The transformation needed
to enable this efficient model has proven to be
too difficult for many organizations to take on,
especially with increasing complexity driven
by many acquisitions and a more diverse
global/regional/local footprint.
Today, in many industries, the procurement
function doesn’t really have a choice as they
need to make a significant impact in order
for the company to survive. If procurement
is serious about becoming a source of greater
value, it needs to finish what it started. That
means moving beyond traditional approaches
such as right-sizing the organization and
optimizing labor arbitrage, and putting the
right people in the right locations doing
the right work by segmenting the work
procurement does into three distinct groups:
5
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Transactional activities, like requisition
to pay processing, that can be outsourced
and/or heavily automated by digital
technologies such as AI and RPA
(the “wheels”),
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Operational activities, like sourcing and
contracting, that can be partially or fully
outsourced and where digital plays an
important role in enabling automation
and providing the data and analytics
support (the “engine”), and
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Strategic activities, like business
partnering, category strategy
development, supplier management
and innovation creation, which are all
key to forging close partnerships with
the business and the supply base to
deliver greater value (the “driver”)

Segmenting work in this fashion enables
procurement organizations to quickly adapt
to changes in the business and other market
conditions. This model makes it easier to
move resources to new co-location, lowcost location and outsource models. It also
ensures that employers are paying fair market
value for the skills required for each role.
Overall, this model enables procurement to
re-invest a portion of efficiencies into strategic
capabilities, shifting the overall workforce
allocations to added-value activities (Figure 2).
When optimizing the traditional procurement
model, organizations also need to ensure
they put their customers—the business—
at the heart of service design. Instead of
building the operating model around the
process itself, procurement should focus on
the user experience. The ideal procurement
operating model provides a simple, seamless
experience and buying channels that are
easy for business customers to use and
don’t require them to even understand the
procurement process. Business customers
don’t have to think about what tools they
should use, what policies they need to follow,
or whom they should call. Think Amazon
applied to procurement.
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Figure 2: Workload allocation shifts by Procurement capability

TRANSACTIONAL

STRATEGIC

Sample activities
Skateholder
partnering

Emedded resources with spending departments
and design authorities. Focus on specification
and demand, innovation creation,
driving supply base value

Sustainability
& trust

Strategy & performance, sustainability
innovation & partnerships,
trust and purpose

Demand
management

Influence demand & specifications,
visibility, value targeting,
category governance

Category
strategy

Category strategy development, buying
channel strategy, category plan, supply
case management, asset management,
compliance management

Value
realization

Value realization, budget integration,
control and monitor, benefits
measurement, cost transparency

Risk &
regulation

Risk governance, supply risk,
supplier risk, cost risk, regulatory risk,
information risk

Supplier
management

Supplier strategy, preferred supplier
program, supplier development,
supplier performance management

Insights &
analytics

Market intelligence creation,
analytics powered insights

Sourcing
management

Sourcing strategy, sourcing execution,
negotiation, spot buying execution

Contract
management

Contract authoring, contract
enablement, contract administration,
contract performance management

Requisition
to pay

P2P process support, requisition
management, order management,
settlement, monitor and report

HUMAN ALLOCATION
Pre-digital
Post-digital

Represents resource allocation, based on Accenture strategy benchmarking data
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Step 3: Enable true procurement
agility to quickly and continually adapt
priorities and operating model to new
business conditions and demands
Once procurement has optimized its operating
model, it’s critical to ensure that the model
remains as responsive as possible to consistently
meet the needs of the business over time.
Enabling agility within the organization
requires a flexible workforce, segmentation
principles, and services designs that allow
resources to shift workload based on the
dynamic needs of the business.
1
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A flexible or “liquid” workforce is key
to this agility. To remain relevant to
the business over time, procurement
must develop a liquid internal and
external workforce that can be deployed
when and where needed. This can be
done, for example, by tapping into
ecosystem partners for skills that aren’t
available in house or providing career
paths that enable people to move
quickly across different teams and
tiers. Additionally, developing a pool
of resources to focus on sourcing
execution and that can flex across
categories based on volume of work
can be key to enabling workforce agility.
Category and processes segmentation
principles enable the procurement
organization to make key design choices
around where activities are performed
and by whom. They allow the function
to prioritize and de-prioritize resources
within categories accordingly.
Figure 3 shows some examples of
key design choices to activate based
on categories that are considered
as “non-core,” i.e., low-value / low-risk
from a business perspective.
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Largely for mature organizations,
Differentiated service design also helps
drive agility. While procurement will
always have standard capabilities—
such as sourcing—that are key to the
business at large, the organization needs
to define different levels of service within
each capability that can meet the specific
needs of various business customers.
For example, procurement could provide
very fast sourcing of a new advertising
agency for the marketing department,
which wants to get a campaign launched
quickly; and offer a more in-depth,
comprehensive sourcing service for
the supply chain function that can help
find an alternative source of sustainable
packaging. In both cases, the key is that
business customers get what they need
to do their jobs better. Differentiated
service design is most relevant where
Procurement is already actively managing
spend for the business and have the
infrastructure in place to enable different
levels of service.

Differentiated services could take the
form of the illustration in Figure 4. Bronze
is a base-level offering including traditional
sourcing activities required to achieve the
company’s savings goals. The Silver level
is the core procurement operating model
that includes leveraging the use of outsourcing
for transactional type activities, automation
for better user experience, and “SWAT” teams
to work on special projects. The Gold services
level is where differentiation comes into play,
giving the business the option to buy into
specific procurement services such as faster
sourcing events to reduce cycle times.
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Figure 3: Design choices examples for “non-core” categories

Design choices
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Description

1

Further centralize

Increase productivity of global/regional/local category
teams through further centralization and right-sizing

2

Move sourcing
to centralized
support teams

Move 100% of sourcing support activity under
a centralized sourcing execution team responsibility
(e.g., a “Sourcing Center of Excellence” or “Middle Office”)
without considering any spend threshold

3

Move entire
category to
centralized
support team

Move all category responsibility to centralized support teams
(Category Strategy and Sourcing)

5

Outsource

Move activity/process to an external services provider,
seamlessly integrated with current processes

6

Self-service

Move spend to an e-marketplace or increase the
threshold for purchasing card use

7

Not managed
by procurement

Remove an activity/process from procurement’s scope
and responsibility and allow the business to handle
be responsible for it
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Figure 4: Differentiated procurement service design for Mature Organizations

Procurement
service level

Differentiated
service levels “gold/
platinum“

Design options
Procurement
project teams/
ecosystem
partners

Examples
• Pre-deal and Pre-Merger support for 3rd Party
Synergies identification
• Project teams supporting Business Partners
Innovation programs and move to new Business
Models (servicization, circular economy programs,
eCommerce, …)

Flexible
workforce/staff
augmentation

”Fast” sourcing services available on a fee-based
model and supported by staff augmentation to
manage demand peaks within sourcing teams

SWAT teams/
ecosystem
partners

Innovation Scouting teams and/or Supplier
Development teams managing a portfolio of
projects with strategic partners

Category
management
model

Core categories managed through typical category
management model enabled by digital knowledge
management to facilitate resources rotation &
flexibility to move from one category to another

Shared pool of
resources

“Middle office” pool of resources to perform tactical
sourcing activities e.g., market intelligence, requestfor-proposal support, ...

Outsourced or
shared services

Dynamic leverage of labor arbitrage through BPO or
internal “low cost location” shared-services center
to manage “non-core” spend categories

Buying channel
automation

Move transactions/spend to low-touch/no-touch
categories leveraging catalogs and automation

Amazon-like
marketplace

Move non-core spend to external marketplace

Business teams
with sourcing
playbook

Dynamic management of spend threshold to control
what is going through procurement vs what can
be managed by business, supported by a robust
sourcing playbook (RFP templates, guidelines, ...)

Core procurement
offering “silver“

Business-led
procurement
“bronze“

Responsibility of Category Manager to design and implement those design options
by spend category
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Lastly, to sustain agility over time, the right
governance is critical. This includes having
the right capabilities in place to establish
consistent processes and ensure these
processes are being followed across the
organization. Implementing an “Operating
Model Center of Excellence” with clear
upstream and downstream process owners to
govern and consistently refresh procurement
processes ensures that the workforce is
following the same processes and using
the right tools to perform their job. It is
also important to ensure the right KPIs are
included in the balanced scorecard. They
enable procurement to continually track and
evaluate the performance of the operating
model itself so the organization can evolve
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and tweak the model as necessary—for
instance, setting targets and monitoring
the number of sourcing events that are
routed through the sourcing execution
teams versus category managers, or moving
to outsourcing or insourcing depending
on the way spend is shifting and business
priorities are changing—instead of having
to embark on a massive transformation every
five years to ensure procurement is meeting
the needs of the business. The key is that
no transformation that has a beginning
and an end will ever solve these issues;
procurement must be agile enough to
constantly evolve to meet the needs of the
business and suppliers.
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One Size Doesn’t Fit All
Companies and their business are evolving
and being disrupted more quickly than ever
before, yet the procurement organization’s
value proposition and associated operating
models haven’t kept pace. The best way to
change that situation is for procurement to
move beyond trying to align with current
procurement best practices and, instead,
create an operating model that’s purposebuilt for its business. The fact is, leading
procurement organizations recognize that one
size does not fit all. Context is everything—
the company’s culture, politics, technology
adoption, budgetary pressures, markets and
products all affect a procurement operating
model’s design.
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By customizing its operating model to the
business’s priorities and objectives (working
in concert with the business, monitoring the
voice of the customer, and engaging the
business in the co-creation), and ensuring
that model is agile enough to change with
the business, procurement can ensure it’s
structured in a way that will best support the
business’s needs and help drive competitive
advantage—today and tomorrow.
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